2005 bmw 540i specs

Controversial styling and BMW's continued use of the confounding iDrive system are the only
blemishes on this otherwise outstanding luxury sport sedan. Available styles include i 4dr
Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used BMW 5 Series. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Styling may not appeal to 5 Series loyalists, iDrive system still more hassle than it's
worth, costs more than most competitors. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. For , the interior of all models receives more extensive wood
trim on the center console, and adjustable front lumbar support is now standard on the i and i.
Poplar wood trim is now included on the i and i. Anthracite Maple wood trim is a no-cost option.
The i receives inch Star Spoke cast-alloy wheels, and park distance control is now standard on
the i. Active Steering is now offered as a stand-alone option on all models. The i now comes
standard with the six-speed manual transmission, with the six-speed steptronic automatic
available as a no-cost option. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I love my 5 Series but
not the major issue. I love to drive my i, but it would be a lot more enjoyable with some sort of
stereo. Out of my budget and almost inevitable to go out in this model. This controls navigation
and all the service lights so I love my car a lot less than I could have. Read less. The car was the
best driving car I have ever owned but reliability was the worst of any of the 20 cars I have
owned since I first started driving. I traded it recently for a Toyota! Here is why the BMW i is the
Ultimate car. This car rides like a dream little to no problems. I had this car 5 years and it was
almost maintenance free besides the normal oil change, brakes and fuel and fluid flush. This car
is a must buy if you want a great driving and looking BMW for a great price. My 2nd 5 series in
7years; This car is fun to drive,power and performance cant be matched, but it comes at heavy
price. Oil leaks,check engine signs,transmission glitch all expensive repairs occurring before k.
Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this
also viewed 1 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 5 Series. Sign Up.
View full price and specs. Whilst all care has been taken to ensure its accuracy and reliability,
GIS and carsguide do not warrant or represent that the information is accurate, reliable,
complete, current or suitable for any particular purpose. You should not use or rely upon this
information without conducting an independent assessment and valuation of the vehicle. To the
maximum extent permitted by law, GIS and carsguide exclude all liability for any direct, indirect,
special or incidental loss, damage, expense or injury resulting from, arising out of, or in
connection with your use of or reliance upon this information. Sorry, there are no cars that
match your search. SEDAN, 4 doors, 5 seats. V8, 4. Interested in a BMW 5 Series? Tech Specs
Dimensions. Overall height: mm Overall length: mm Overall width: mm Ground clearance
unladen: mm Wheelbase: mm Kerb weight: kg Turning circle: Front brakes: Disc - ventilated
Rear brakes: Disc - ventilated. Front suspension: â€” Rear suspension: â€”. Tyres and rims.
Front tyre size: x40 R18 Front rim size: 18x8 inches Rear tyre size: x40 R18 Rear rim size: 18x8
inches. BMW 5 Series cars for sale. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. Its steering
was perfect, its ride was crisp and its engines were punchy. In short, it was meant to be the
most rewarding sports sedan that money could buy. Thing is, as much as enthusiasts bemoan
the effects that cutting-edge technology has had on the feel behind the wheel, the fact of the
matter is that the BMW i is a very pleasurable car to drive, and it is measurably the best
mainstream 5er that has ever rolled down the line. The BMW 5 Series represents a meaningful
refresh on the last clean-sheet redesign that we first tested in The pointy ends have been
restyled, making it a little over an inch longer than before. The kidney grille is now one
conjoined piece instead of two and more prominent for , but thankfully not comically so like the
latest 4 Series. The headlights have also been pinched and pulled more taut. Our tester looked
stately in white, only slightly livened up with Y-spoke wheels with red calipers. Inside, the
angles and forms are a bit more severe than the previous 5 Series, but the overall look is calmer
than the decadent, and frankly nicer, Mercedes-Benz E-Class. Most will say the Mercedes is
more luxurious in its presentation, while the Bimmer is more subtle. Dual Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto are standard, as is navigation. We especially appreciate that it can be controlled

through both the touchscreen and the wheel-shaped knob. Besides the primping and prodding
inside and out, the big news for the i is a mild-hybrid powertrain that incorporates a volt
electrical system. Those ponies are sent to the rear, or, as was the case with our i xDrive test
car, all four wheels through an eight-speed automatic transmission. BMW quotes a time of 4. We
never hit a bump that upset the chassis, and it remains commendably flat through hard corners.
Its steering offered proper, substantial feedback that we found feels rewarding and engaging
when hustled at speed but overly light the rest of the time. In our week-long experience, the 5
Series tended to pogo from one side of the lane to the other and oftentimes just disengaged
entirely, even on relatively straight roads with clear lines and markers. After much fiddling and
irritation, we turned it off. We've since tested that version as well, but aside from its impressive
fuel efficiency, its added weight and complexity dim the driving experience, and its trunk
volume is severely reduced. The i is indeed the better 5er to highlight. Pricing for the
comparable Mercedes-Benz E 4Matic sedan is basically equal to the i, and in keeping with
history, the Audi A6 undercuts them both by a few thousand. Of course, very few of these
luxury sedans are ever sold without any options, and pricing rises dramatically with just a few
clicks of the mouse. Besides a few nitpicks, we really enjoyed our time in the i xDrive. When this
sedan is at its best, it is the perfect bridge between the 3 and 7 Series, combining power with
the right balance of agility and luxury features. What is is, though, is a grown-up, state-of-the-art
and state-of-the-times sedan with all the bells and whistles. Smooth, comfortable, quick and
serene, but just a notch below the prettier E-Class on our luxury chart. Autoblog accepts vehicle
loans from auto manufacturers with a tank of gas and sometimes insurance for the purpose of
evaluation and editorial content. Like most of the auto news industry, we also sometimes accept
travel, lodging and event access for vehicle drive and news coverage opportunities. Our
opinions and criticism remain our own â€” we do not accept sponsored editorial. We get it. Ads
can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. First Drive. Jeremy Korzeniewski. Share 0 Comments. Related
Video:. Compare Now. First Drives Luxury sedan Road Tests. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post
Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. See Local Pricing. I'm not in the market for a
vehicle at this time. Please move this suggestion to the side for 30 days. Thank You Thanks for
subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad
blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our
site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear.
Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual
application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still
haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be
logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please
enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. Make BMW. Model 5-Series. For sale is my BMW i I
am the third owner, and have had a great deal of work done to the car to keep it in good running
shape. Selling because I need something more practical to drive in winter. The car runs and
drives excellent and everything works like new. Vehicle has dual front heated seats, a 6 speed
Manual transmission and much, much more. I am the second owner and I purchased the car 3
years ago and only drove 6k miles a year. The body has a minor dent by the driver door and the
front bumper is cracked. Other than those minor cosmetic issues, this car is MINT. I have added
a few good upgrades, to include: an aftermarket radio with Bluetooth premium sound system
and a custom exhaust system. The engine runs perfectly and I just installed brand new brakes.
We strive to deliver our clients the best car they can possibly afford, whether that is a low
mileage vehicle that would impress even the most critical collector, or a higher mileage vehicle
that looks so good, no one will ever suspect you paid such a low price. All of our vehicles are
hand-picked by the owner, thoroughly inspected, and properly serviced, so that you can buy
with confidence. Exclusive Auto Imports, Inc. We do not have the major overhead of the larger
storefront lots and this allows us to pass this savings on to our customers; we are not brokers
and we own every vehicle for sale. We will make your Internet purchase smooth and worry free
and strive for complete customer satisfaction. Most of our vehicles are still under factory
warranty and have been meticulously maintained and garage kept since new. They are also
Carfax certified and undergo a comprehensive mechanical inspection to ensure all our vehicles
are of the highest quality and in immaculate condition. Purchasing a pre-owned car via the
Internet can be a challenging experience. Our attention to detail and extensive knowledge of the
used car industry allows you to disregard any fears you may have had about purchasing a
pre-owned car over the Internet. After all, whether you bought your vehicle as a daily driver or a

weekend toy, your vehicle is one of your most expensive investments. Please choose the right
person to assist you when making your investment. When selecting a car to add to our
inventory, we use the same critical eye and attention to detail that we would use in purchasing a
car to add to our own personal collection; we only carry vehicles that we would own ourselves.
As a result of our selective process, when you purchase a car through Exclusive Auto Imports,
you can feel confident that every car in our inventory has been carefully selected for its quality
and will last you for years to come. We are also implementing eBay's new "Best Offer" feature.
Want to make an offer on the car? It's now become as simple as clicking the "Best Offer"
Button. We highly encourage making an offer on the car and will work with you to make the deal
happen. Keep in mind this isn't a traditional auction, this is a fixed price listing and can end as
soon as someone submits an offer we accept. Please make sure to include a valid phone
number or email when submitting a best offer. Please take the time to click on the links below
that we have provided to assist you with your purchase, whether it is financing, shipping etc. If
you need any help or have any questions, please don't hesitate to call our office and our
knowledgeable staff will assist you in every possible way. Unlike Mercedes' sport packages,
most of which are just trim, the BMW sport package completely redesigns not just the wheels
and tires, but also completely changes and lowers the suspension, has a completely different
transmission, torque converter and even a much shorter axle ratio. Without the sport package
the i is a quick family sedan, whereas the i "M-Technic" is a real sports car. The lower gearing
and sport programmed transmission make the i accelerate faster than other standard 5-Series
models; the "M-Technic" sport package is clearly designed for performance. The Steptronic
transmission is an ordinary 5-speed electronically controlled automatic transmission that also
allows manual selection of gears. It has a high-stall torque converter and no clutch. You can
identify the Steptronic transmission by the "M" gate to the left of "D. The iA "M-Technic" also
has a 3. This means the car is always in a lower gear than the standard i's 2. Unique for , use of
stiffer springs, shocks and anti-sway bars really contributes to superb handling along with
lowering the entire car by 0. The car still rides nice and comfy, yet stiff and nimble enough for a
lot of fun anywhere you drive. The i "M-Sport" is different from earlier years as it featured some
special interior and exterior trim inspired from the M5. Unique for the model year, a black
interior headliner, "M" Doorsills, and "M" Footrest was offered on the "M-Sport. Unlike the
standard wheel, everything is right under your thumbs when you're driving or racing with just
three fingers holding each side. The way power, memory sport seats are perfect - very
supportive, but comfortable. You can identify the sport seats by the adjustable leg rest. This is
missing on the standard seats that come without the sport package. On the outside, you will see
some apparent exterior changes. The standard model has chrome trim while the genuine
"M-Technic" model has black, shadowline trim and no silver chrome on the body except for the
"i" badge and distinctive BMW front grill. It also features some exterior aerodynamics inspired
by the M5, such as front and rear bumpers, as well as a small lip spoiler. The leather "M"-Sport
seats make for a very comfortable ride in such a well-performing sports car. The wheel size is
18"X8" in the front and 18"X9" in the rear. The super light 18" wheels are in phenomenal
condition with only a few minor imperfections. This car also has a fantastic antitheft system
featuring a factory keyless entry system. We have all 4 keys for this vehicle: 2 master keys with
alarm remotes, 1 secondary key, and 1 plastic valet key. This BMW iA "M-Technic" is in
excellent shape and its condition is consistent to a car with less than half the mileage both
inside and out! The body is clean and free of any major blemishes, scratches, or dents. Like any
used car there might be various minor imperfections around the car from everyday driving. The
interior is in excellent shape and was obviously well-maintained by a non-smoker. The seats are
in fantastic condition and there is no significant wear on the interior. This is a well-cared-for
vehicle previously owned by non-smoker. This truly is a one of a kind BMW iA that turns heads
everywhere it goes. This car is Autocheck Certified with no known accidents. This car is fully
serviced and ready to go for its new owner. If the link is non-active for any reason, please
contact us and we will be glad to send it to you. Contact seller for details. We take pride in our
level of customer service and we provide financing for our clients. We work directly with the the
lender to ensure that our clients get all the attention they deserve. Most of our customers'
financing is approved in 20 minutes or less! If you choose not to go with our financing
department, we do offer assistance for fast and fair financing through several third-party
finance companies as well. Your finance rate depends on your past credit history, the type of
car you're buying, and overall market conditions. However, we can help you find low,
competitive rates from a variety of finance companies or credit unions to fit nearly every budget
and credit history. We work with a couple of large finance companies that routinely give our
clients great finance rates on our vehicles. To get the financing process started online, first find
the vehicle you are interested in purchasing. Then request financing information from the

financing company by clicking the links found on this page or on our auction pages. When
dealing with a third party finance company, remember to inform them that Exclusive Auto
Imports is an independent used car dealer, not a franchise dealer. Generally, these finance
companies use different style checks for independent and franchise dealers. Also, make sure to
have the finance check made out properly to "Exclusive Auto Imports, Inc. Warranty
Information? Occasionally, we have vehicles that have expired factory warranties due to age or
mileage. For other cars that are not eligible for a factory warranty, we can assist you with
purchasing aftermarket warranties through third-party warranty companies. Contact us at or
click the "More Photos and Detailed Description" link above for more information. Shipping
Information For clients that prefer that choose to go with our regular shipping company for
added convenience, please contact our staff at and we will be more than happy to set up
transportation of your new vehicle at a HUGE savings. Terms of Sale Overview We reserve the
right to end this listing at anytime should the vehicle no longer be available for sale. The
following terms of sale apply to all of our listings. By submitting an offer, clicking on the
"Buy-It-Now" button, or bidding on this vehicle, you are entering into a legally binding contract
to purchase this vehicle and you agree to abide by all terms of sale set forth herein. The
following terms of sale apply to all of our online sales including our "No Reserve" Auctions. If,
at the end of the auction, you are the highest bidder, or we have accepted your offer, or if you
have clicked on the "Buy-It-Now" button, you have won this vehicle and you have entered into a
legally binding contract. All funds must be in US dollars only. Call us for more information.
Deposit If you are the winning bidder, you must contact us within 24 hours of winning the
auction to set up payment arrangements. It is the buyer's responsibility to contact the
dealership; it is not the responsibility of Exclusive Auto Imports to contact the winning bidder.
In the alternative, the buyer can make a deposit via secure wire transfer. If the deposit is not
received within the required timeframe and alternative arrangements are not made, Exclusive
Auto Imports reserves the right to make the vehicle available for sale to another buyer. Payment
of Balance Due The buyer agrees to pay the remaining balance due plus applicable fees and
taxes within 5 days of the close of the auction. All financial transactions must be completed and
funds received by Exclusive Auto Imports before delivery of the vehicle can be scheduled. If
you pay cash, you can pickup the vehicle immediately once the currency is verified - there may
be a small fee applied for excessive cash handling situations. If you pay by wire transfer the
vehicle will be available for pickup once funds are available in our account. If you pay by bank
check, you will have to wait nine 9 business days or possibly longer until the funds clear. If
payment is made using a check we will hold all vehicles and titles for nine 9 days or until the
funds clear. Additional Fees and Taxes The exact amount you can expect to pay for
state-required tax, title, and tags will vary depending upon 1 the state in which you live, 2 the
county where you will register your vehicle, 3 the weight of your vehicle, 4 whether you will
have a trade-in vehicle, and 5 the type of license plate you select. Vehicles titles may be held by
banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there may be a delay in receiving the
original documents up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all
titles in our possession at closing, there are rare occasions where we may be waiting for them
to arrive. All titles will be overnighted at our expense if that is the case. All shipping charges are
the buyer's responsibility. We will assist the buyer with finding a shipping company and usually
save our customers hundreds of dollars when shipments are booked through our broker - call
us at for more information. We deal with both "open" and "enclosed" transport trucks. If the
vehicle is going to be shipped, full payment must be received before the vehicle is delivered to
the shipping company. We will not be responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping
damage. Shipping companies have insurance policies that protect buyers against damage. If
you choose to pickup the vehicle yourself, we can meet you at our local airport. This service is
free of charge; however, we do require advance notice. It is very common for shipping to be a
more cost-effective option when weighed against all the actual costs for picking up the vehicle
in person. Financing If you are planning to finance this vehicle through a lending institution,
you must secure the loan prior to bidding. Secure all finances and be able to follow through
with the payment before you bid. Please call us if you require assistance in obtaining financing.
Vehicle Representation Every effort has been made to accurately and fairly describe this vehicle
to you. Exclusive Auto Imports has tried to disclose all information known about this vehicle for
auction and although we describe all our vehicles to the best of our abilities, it is still possible
that we may have unintentionally made an error or left some information out. Please be advised
that used vehicles will have typical scratches and dings inherent for their year and mechanical
parts are subject to fail. Interior wear should also be considered depending on the vehicle's
year and mileage. Opinions and expectations can vary, so please contact us if you have any
questions or concerns regarding the condition of this vehicle. Used cars may not come with all

of the original books, keys or accessories. Please review all photos carefully and if there is
anything you are not sure about, ask questions prior to bidding. We are not responsible for
errors or omissions in our listings. The mileage may be different than advertised due to test
drives and demos. Buyer's Inspection Exclusive Auto Imports welcomes and encourages a
buyer's inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the
vehicle prior to the auction ending. This vehicle is available for inspection at any reasonable
time. If you choose to have the inspection done by a licensed professional, you must do so at
your own expense. Exclusive Auto Imports is willing to work with the customer in transporting
the vehicle to the desired inspection location as long as it is a reasonable distance from the
dealership. If Exclusive Auto Imports needs to transport the vehicle to another location for the
inspection, there will be a charge due prior to the transport to cover expenses of the customer's
request. If the inspection is done at Exclusive Auto Imports, there will be no charge. It is the
responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied
himself or herself as to the condition and value based solely upon that judgment. Furthermore,
it will be assumed that you have inspected this vehicle fully if you have placed the bid,
submitted an offer, or clicked on the "Buy-It-Now" button. Warranty Unless otherwise stated in
the vehicle description, this vehicle is being sold "As-Is" and where is with all faults and
possible defects. No representations or warranties are made by seller, either express or implied,
including but not limited to warranties of title or implied warranties of merchantability or fitness
for a particular purpose. Nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in
making bids. You are only buying what we have. Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. An
extended warranty may also be available. Please contact us for details. Notice to Bidders We
reserve the right to obtain and verify the registered information of all users who bid on this
auction. We reserve the right to cancel any and all bids at our discretion and end the auction
early in the event the vehicle is sold prior to the end of the auction, we shall not be held liable
for such cancellations. Bidder's Age You must be 18 years of age or older to bid. Bid
Retractions Bid retractions are not allowed nor will be recognized within 12 hours of auctions
end. Seller will not be obligated to sell in the event of a late retraction. New Bidders New bidders
and bidders with zero feedback rating are encouraged to email us or call us prior to bidding if
you are unsure of the auction process and terms of this agreement. Non-Paying Bidder If the
deposit is not received within 24 hours of the close of auction or if the balance is not paid in full
within 5 days following the close of auction, we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle or sell the
vehicle to the next highest bidder or another qualified buyer. Legal The buyer agrees that in the
event any non-paying bidder dispute shall arise, it will be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of Florida and litigated in Broward county. By bidding on
this auction, the buyer consents to service by certified mail. The venue for legal action other
than non-paying bidder disputes, such as claims, motions, litigation, settlements, or any legal
action associated with this sale other than non-paying bidder disputes from either the buyer or
seller is to take place in the State of Florida in Broward County. Please read our Detailed Terms
of Sale before placing your bid. Neither the dealership nor eBizAutos is responsible for
misprints on prices or equipment. It is the customer's sole responsibility to verify the accuracy
of the prices with the dealer, including the pricing for all added accessories. All Rights
Reserved. The i is up to date with all service. Full documentation of history. Only Genuine BMW
parts have been used for the maintenance of the car. This car served as summer transport for
both myself and the previous owner. It has been stored during the winter months by myself and
the previous owner on a BMW Battery Tender. The i looks, smells, and feels new. The i drives
incredibly well; extremely tight. Authoritative acceleration and sublime handling. No
modifications. No abuse. No accidents or body work except 3M clear mask with warranty.
Always adult driven. Full disclosure: 1 There are minor rock chips on the front end of the car
from normal driving. More pictures available upon request. Serious inquires only. No warranty
express or implied. I am not sure how many were 6 - speed versus automatic. This car has
navigation as well as heated seats. The front seats have been upgraded to heated E38 18 way
adjustable Sports Contour Seats. The rear differential has been upgraded to a 3. This improves
acceleration and overall performance with the manual transmission. I am putting this up for sale
is I have too many cars in the garage. This is a very unique car, especially in this colour
combination and with the recent upgrades. There are not many of these fine examples of the
E39 i left out there, might be good to take advantage of this one. As a bonus, I will include a
number of DINAN upgrades to go with the car - these are not installed yet as I don't have the
time to work on the car. The new owner can install them on the car. Low miles, car runs really
strong and AC is ice cold! I have a lot of service history with this car. Please email me if you
want it. There are normal rock chips on hood and fenders. Paint really shines when clean.
Interior looks really good for the age, normal creases in seats. Back seats look pristine! Car has

privacy shades on rear windows and power shade on the back glass. Car has Hualingan audio
unit. In addition there is a really nice aftermarket audio system that sounds great. Last fall at
miles the following was done: I have the records if needed New ClutchVanos servicedNew Rear
main seal Power steering was servicedand several other minor maintenance items Car does not
leak any fluids whatsoever. The car has the following issues: Passenger window regulator
needs to be replacedSAI is going out only matters if you need california emission standards
Rotors and Pads will need to be replaced in the next 5K miles This car is a great buy for a BMW
enthusiast that understands and values the E Car came from Florida, resided in a climate
controlled garage since new. I have the complete service history since new, extensive routine
maintenance despite ultra low mileage. This is probably the lowest mileage manual i sport in the
country. It is close to cosmetically perfect with just a few exceptions: front and rear bumpers
have some rash, 1 inch scratch on the driver side rear door, and a very minor scratch under the
passenger side tail light. The interior appears new with the one exception of some driver seat
wear from getting in and out. I was on the market for a low mileage i manual sport for a couple
years. Wasn't fast enough when a couple hit the marketplace here. Bought this one due to the
mileage, was hell bent on creating a sport clone out of this, and decided it would be
sacrilegious to modify even with OEM parts such an original, low mileage time capsule of BMW
history. Also don't want to rack up mileage on such a car - the 'golden handcuffs' as they call
them! I will continue to enjoy my e30 M3 as my hunt for a i sport 'driver' continues. Please
contact me for 50 high res pics, carfax and complete service history. This is a clean, low-mile,
all-original-equipment E39 wagon. Paint is original and in great shape. See full list of
maintenance done since below. This sedan currently has miles and in great mechanical
condition- Sliver Metallic exterior and with a premium Grey leather interior- Equipped with a 4.
Fm i
hunter fan wiring diagram light
2006 ford 500 engine
dodge caravan air conditioning
n dash radio plus a 6 discs CD changer plus dvd player with MP3 playback stereo systemConcert Hall sound stereo system- Built in emergency BMW cellular phone- Power Steering with
Tilt and Cruise Control also equipped- Power windows mirrors heated seats and door locks
included- Includes a moonroof- Front and Side Airbags system equipped- GPS navigation
system also equipped- A full size brand new spare tire to match the other 4 new tires- Premium
chrome rims staggered with the sport package- Also comes equipped with Self Leveling lightsEmissions are good till Clear title in hand- Serious inquiries only. Commerce City, CO. Elk
Grove, CA. Oregon City, OR. Martinsburg, WV. North Kingstown, RI. Collegedale, TN. Chester
Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Bmw i M Sport. Category Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month.
ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

